Best-Sellers

Manual of Accounting IFRS Supplement 2020
*PwC*

This supplement should be read in conjunction with *Manual of Accounting – IFRS 2019 Volume 1 and Volume 2*. It provides complementary guidance on how to prepare financial statements in accordance with the IFRSs and amendments to IFRSs issued by the International Accounting Standards Board (IASB) for accounting years ending December 2019.

$110.78 | Book | December 2019 | LexisNexis U.K.
ISBN: 9780754556404

Manual of Accounting – IFRS 2020
*PwC*

This set provides practical guidance on the IFRSs issued by the International Accounting Standards Board. Written by PwC’s Global Accounting Consulting Services team, it is full of insights based on PwC’s IFRS experience around the world. Includes *Manual of Accounting – IFRS 2019 Volume 1, Volume 2 and 2020 Supplement*. Also available in E-Book format.

$317.06 | Book | December 2019 | LexisNexis U.K.
ISBN: 9780754557142

Spencer Bower and Handley: Res Judicata, 5th Edition
*Ken R. Handley*

Get the most authoritative and comprehensive book available on the limitations imposed by the doctrine of Res Judicata. It incorporates developments in England and Wales and in Commonwealth jurisdictions and covers decisions of the Privy Council, the High Court and decisions of the High Court of Australia.

$668.48 | Book | November 2019 | LexisNexis U.K.
ISBN: 9781474313377

Erskine May: Parliamentary Practice, 25th Edition
*Mark Hutton, David Natzler, Matthew Hamlyn, et al.*

This book is the eponymous guide to parliamentary practice and procedure, providing accurate and detailed information on the constituent parts of Parliament, its powers and jurisdictions, membership of either House, financial procedure and the process of debate.

$679.94 | Book | May 2019 | LexisNexis U.K.
ISBN: 9781474313360

An Introduction to the Chinese Legal System, 5th Edition
*Albert HY Chen*

This book provides a systematic account of China’s history, constitutional structure, sources of law, major legal institutions (such as the courts, the procuratorates, the legal profession and the Ministry of Justice), as well as the basic concepts and principles of Chinese procedural and substantive law.

$181.99 | Book | March 2019 | LexisNexis Hong Kong
ISBN: 9789888600410

Carter’s Breach of Contract, 2nd Edition
*John Carter*

This title provides comprehensive guidance on the proof and consequences of breach, through detailed discussion and analysis of primary sources from the United Kingdom, Australia, New Zealand, Singapore and other common law jurisdictions.

$302.32 | Book | November 2018 | LexisNexis Australia
ISBN: 9780409348354
Underhill and Hayton Law of Trusts and Trustees, 19th Edition Mainwork and Supplement Set  
Paul Matthews, Charles Mitchell & David J. Hayton

This major work provides practitioners with expert commentary on the law of trusts and trustees and is a guide to all legal developments relating to trusts. It examines legislation and case law, including cases from significant offshore trust jurisdictions likely to affect UK trust law.

$1,361.81 | Book + Supplement | July 2018 | LexisNexis U.K.  
ISBN: 9781474312950

Cross-Examination for Depositions  
Roger J. Dodd & Matthew A. Dodd

Cases are often won or lost at the discovery stage, and knowing how to cross-examine deponents is an essential skill for all litigators. This title gives readers the tools needed to maximize effectiveness at depositions.

$157.30 | Book | February 2017 | Matthew Bender  
ISBN: 9781522104353

Cross-Examination: Science and Techniques, 3rd Edition + Pozner & Dodd: The Masters of Cross-Examination DVD (Bundle)  
Larry S. Pozner & Roger J. Dodd

The book in this bundle is an extensive revision and reorganization of Larry Pozner and Roger J. Dodd’s classic work, written to meet the needs of today’s trial attorneys. The 4 DVDs in this set, containing nine lectures, gives attorneys the practical tools to unleash the power of constructive cross-examination for better trial outcomes. Book and DVD also available to be purchased separately.

$778.70 | Book + DVD | January 2018 | LexisNexis U.S.  
ISBN: 9781632846013

Meagher, Gummow & Lehane’s Equity: Doctrines & Remedies, 5th Edition  

This text includes an analysis of developments in Australia and the common law world over the past 12 years. It deals with all fundamental equitable doctrines and remedies, save for trusts, and covers the development of equity and its history in the U.K and Australia, including the effects of the Judicature system.

$228.05 | Book | December 2014 | LexisNexis Australia  
ISBN: 9780409332261
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